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Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Grassley, and distinguished members of the
Committee, thank you for providing me with the opportunity to submit this statement on behalf
of the United States Sentencing Commission about mandatory minimum sentences in the federal
criminal justice system.
We are particularly pleased that the Judiciary Committee is addressing this vital issue that
has been a key focus for the Commission for several years. The bipartisan seven-member
Commission1 unanimously agrees that mandatory minimum sentences in their current form have
led to unintended results, caused unwarranted disparity in sentencing, and contributed to the
current crisis in the federal prison population and budget. We unanimously agree that statutory
changes to address these problems are appropriate.
In our 2011 report to Congress entitled Mandatory Minimum Penalties in the Federal
Criminal Justice System, 2 the Commission set out in detail its findings that existing mandatory
minimum penalties are unevenly applied, leading to unintended consequences. We set out a
series of recommendations for modifying the laws governing mandatory minimum penalties that
would make sentencing laws more uniform and fair and help them operate as Congress intended.
It is gratifying that members of this Committee, including Senators Leahy, Durbin, and Lee, and
other Republican and Democratic members of the Senate and House have proposed legislation
corresponding to many of these key recommendations.
Since 2011, circumstances have made the need to address the problems caused by the
current mandatory minimum penalties still more urgent. Even as state prison populations have
begun to decline slightly due to reforms in many states, the federal prison population has
continued to grow, increasing by almost four percent in the last two years alone and by about a
third in the past decade.3 The size of the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ (BOP) population exceeds
the BOP’s capacity by 38 to 53 percent on average.4 Meanwhile, the nation’s budget crisis has
become more acute. The overall Department of Justice budget has decreased, meaning that as
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more resources are needed for prisons, fewer are available for other components of the criminal
justice system that promote public safety. Federal prisons and detention now cost more than $8
billion a year and account for close to one third of the overall Department of Justice budget.5
For these reasons, the Commission feels even more strongly now than in 2011 that congressional
action is necessary and has also identified reducing costs of incarceration as a Commission
priority for this year.6
I will set out the Commission’s findings as to why changes in the law are necessary and
our recommendations for the changes the Commission believes Congress should consider. The
Commission found that certain severe mandatory minimum sentences lead to disparate decisions
by prosecutors and to vastly different results for similarly situated offenders. The Commission
further found that, in the drug context, statutory mandatory minimum penalties often applied to
lower-level offenders, rather than just to the high-level drug offenders that it appears Congress
intended to target. The Commission’s analysis revealed that mandatory minimum penalties have
contributed significantly to the overall federal prison population. Finally, the Commission’s
analysis of recidivism data following the early release of offenders convicted of crack cocaine
offenses after sentencing reductions showed that reducing these drug sentences did not lead to an
increased propensity to reoffend.
Based on this analysis, the Commission unanimously recommends that Congress
consider a number of statutory changes. The Commission recommends that Congress reduce the
current statutory mandatory minimum penalties for drug trafficking. We recommend that the
provisions of the Fair Sentencing Act of 2010,7 which Congress passed to reduce the disparity in
treatment of crack and powder cocaine, be made retroactive. We further recommend that
Congress consider expanding the so-called “safety valve,” allowing sentences below mandatory
minimum penalties for non-violent low-level drug offenders, to offenders with slightly greater
criminal histories than currently permitted. Finally, the Commission recommends that the safety
valve provision, and potentially other measures providing relief from current mandatory
minimum penalties, be applied more broadly to extend beyond drug offenders to other low-level
non-violent offenders in appropriate cases.
Republican and Democratic members of this Committee and others in Congress have
proposed legislation to reform certain mandatory minimum penalty provisions. The Commission
strongly supports these efforts to reform this important area of the law. While there is a
spectrum of views among the members of the Commission regarding whether Congress should
exercise its power to direct sentencing power by enacting mandatory minimum penalties in
general, the Commission unanimously believes that a strong and effective system of sentencing
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guidelines best serves the purposes that motivated Congress in passing the Sentencing Reform
Act of 1984.
I. The Commission’s Findings on Mandatory Minimum Sentences
Congress created the United States Sentencing Commission as an independent agency to
guide federal sentencing policy and practices as set forth in the SRA. 8 Congress specifically
charged the Commission not only with establishing the federal sentencing guidelines and
working to ensure that they function as effectively and fairly as possible, but also with assessing
whether sentencing, penal, and correctional practices are fulfilling the purposes they were
intended to advance.9
In section 4713 of the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act
of 2009, a provision that originated with members of this Committee, Congress directed the
Commission to evaluate the effect of mandatory minimum penalties on federal sentencing.10 In
response to that directive, and based on its own statutory authority, the Commission reviewed
legislation, analyzed sentencing data, studied scholarship, and conducted hearings. The
Commission published the Mandatory Minimum Report in October 2011 and has continued to
perform relevant sentencing data analysis since the report was published. That comprehensive
process has led the Commission to several important conclusions about the effect of current
mandatory minimum penalty statutes.
A. Severe Mandatory Minimum Penalties Are Applied Inconsistently
The Commission determined that some mandatory minimum provisions apply too
broadly, are set too high, or both, for some offenders who could be prosecuted under them.
These mandatory minimum penalties are triggered by a limited number of aggravating factors,
without regard to the possibility that mitigating circumstances surrounding the offense or the
offender may justify a lower penalty. 11 This broad application can lead to a perception by those
making charging decisions that some offenders to whom mandatory minimums could apply do
not merit them. As a result, certain mandatory minimum penalties are applied inconsistently
from district to district and even within districts, as shown by the Commission’s data analyses
and our interviews of prosecutors and defense attorneys. Mandatory minimum penalties, and the
existing provisions granting relief from them in certain cases, also impact demographic groups
differently, with Black and Hispanic offenders constituting the large majority of offenders
subject to mandatory minimum penalties and Black offenders being eligible for relief from those
penalties far less often than other groups.
Interviews with prosecutors and defense attorneys in thirteen districts across the country
revealed widely divergent practices with respect to charging certain offenses that triggered
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significant mandatory minimum penalties. These differences were particularly acute with
respect to practices regarding filing notice under section 851 of title 21 of the United States Code
for drug offenders with prior felony drug convictions, which generally doubles the applicable
mandatory minimum sentence. In some districts, the filing was routine. In others, it was more
selectively filed, and in one district, it was almost never filed at all. 12 Our analysis of the data
bore out these differences. For example, in six districts, more than 75 percent of eligible
defendants received the increased mandatory minimum penalty for a prior conviction, while in
eight other districts, none of the eligible drug offenders received the enhanced penalty. 13
Similarly, the Commission’s interviews revealed vastly different policies in different
districts in the charging of cases under section 924(c) of title 18 of the United States Code for the
use or possession of a firearm during a crime of violence or drug trafficking felony. In that
statute, different factors trigger successively larger mandatory minimum sentences ranging from
five years to life, including successive 25-year sentences for second or subsequent convictions.
The Commission found that districts had different policies as to whether and when they would
bring charges under this provision and whether and when they would bring multiple charges
under the section, which would trigger far steeper mandatory minimum penalties.14 The data
bears out these geographic variations in how these mandatory minimum penalties are applied. In
fiscal year 2012, just 13 districts accounted for 45.8 percent of all cases involving a conviction
under section 924(c) even though those districts reported only 27.5 percent of all federal criminal
cases that year. In contrast, 35 districts reported 10 or fewer cases with a conviction under that
statute.
When similarly situated offenders receive sentences that differ by years or decades, the
criminal justice system is not achieving the principles of fairness and parity that underlie the
SRA. Yet the Commission has found severe, broadly applicable mandatory minimum penalties
to have that effect.
The current mandatory minimum sentencing scheme also affects different demographic
groups in different ways. Hispanic offenders constituted 41.1 percent of offenders convicted of
an offense carrying a mandatory minimum penalty in 2012; Black offenders constituted 28.4
percent, and White offenders were 28.1 percent.15 The rate with which these groups of offenders
qualified for relief from mandatory minimum penalties varied greatly. Black offenders qualified
for relief under the safety valve in 11.6 percent of cases in which a mandatory minimum penalty
applied, compared to White offenders in 29.0 percent of cases, and Hispanic offenders in 42.9
percent.16 Because of this, although Black offenders in 2012 made up 26.3 percent of drug
offenders convicted of an offense carrying a mandatory minimum penalty, they accounted for
35.2 percent of the drug offenders still subject to that mandatory minimum at sentencing.
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B. Mandatory Minimum Drug Penalties Apply to Many Lower-Level Offenders
In establishing mandatory minimum penalties for drug trafficking, it appears that
Congress intended to target “major” and “serious” drug traffickers.17 Yet the Commission’s
research has found that those penalties sweep more broadly than Congress may have intended.
Mandatory minimum penalties are tied only to the quantity of drugs involved, but the
Commission’s research has found that the quantity involved in an offense is often not as good a
proxy for the function played by the offender as Congress may have believed. A courier may be
carrying a large quantity of drugs, but may be a lower-level member of a drug organization.
Mandatory minimum penalties currently apply in large numbers to every function in a
drug organization, from couriers and mules who transport drugs often at the lowest levels of a
drug organization all the way up to high-level suppliers and importers who bring large quantities
of drugs into the United States.18 For instance, in the cases the Commission reviewed, 23
percent of all drug offenders were couriers, and nearly half of these were charged with offenses
carrying mandatory minimum sentences. The category of drug offenders most often subject to
mandatory minimum penalties at the time of sentencing – that is, those who did not obtain any
relief from those penalties – were street level dealers, who were many steps down from highlevel suppliers and leaders of drug organizations.19 While Congress appears to have intended to
impose these mandatory penalties on “major” or “serious” drug traffickers, in practice the
penalties have swept more broadly.
C. Mandatory Minimum Penalties Have Contributed to Rising Prison Populations
The federal prison population has increased dramatically over the past two decades, and
offenses carrying mandatory minimum sentences have played a significant role in that increase.
The number of inmates housed by the BOP on December 31, 1991 was 71,608.20 By December
31, 2012, that number had more than tripled to 217,815 inmates.21
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Offenses carrying mandatory minimum penalties were a significant driver of this
population increase.22 The number of offenders in custody of the BOP who were convicted of
violating a statute carrying a mandatory minimum penalty increased from 40,104 offenders in
1995 to 111,545 in 2010, an increase of 178.1 percent.23 Similarly, the number of offenders in
federal custody who were subject to a mandatory minimum penalty at sentencing – who had not
received relief from that mandatory sentence – increased from 29,603 in 1995 to 75,579 in 2010,
a 155.3 percent increase.24
These increases in prison population have led not only to a dramatically higher federal
prison budget, which has increased more than six fold from $1.36 billion for fiscal year 199125 to
$8.23 billion this year,26 but also to significant overcrowding, which the BOP reports causes
particular concern at high-security facilities and which courts have found causes security risks
and makes prison programs less effective.27 Changing the laws governing mandatory minimum
penalties would be an important step toward addressing the crisis in the federal prison population
and prison costs.
D. Recent Reductions in the Sentences of Some Drug Offenders Have Not Increased
Offenders’ Propensity to Reoffend
The Commission recognizes that one of the most important goals of sentencing is
ensuring that sentences reflect the need to protect public safety.28 The Commission believes
based on its research that some reduction in the sentences imposed on drug offenders would not
lead to increased recidivism and crime.
In 2007, the Commission reduced by two levels the base offense level in the sentencing
guidelines for each quantity level of crack cocaine and made the changes retroactive. The
average decrease in sentences among those crack cocaine offenders receiving retroactive
application of the 2007 amendment was 26 months, which corresponds to a 17 percent reduction
in the total sentence.29 In order to determine whether drug offenders serving reduced sentences
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posed any increased public safety risk, the Commission undertook a study in 2011 of the
recidivism rates of the offenders affected by this change. The Commission studied the
recidivism rate of offenders whose sentences were reduced pursuant to retroactive application of
this guideline amendment and compared that rate with the recidivism rate of offenders who
would have qualified for such a reduction, but were released after serving their full sentence
before the 2007 changes went into effect.30 The analysis showed no statistically significant
difference between the two groups.31
Of the 848 offenders studied who were released in 2008 pursuant to the retroactive
application of the 2007 sentencing amendment, 30.4 percent recidivated within two years. Of the
484 offenders studied who were released in the year before the new amendment went into effect
after serving their full sentences, 32.6 percent recidivated within two years. The difference is not
statistically significant.32
The Commission’s study examined offenders released pursuant to retroactive application
of a change in the sentencing guidelines, not a change in mandatory minimum penalties. Still,
the Commission’s 2011 study found that federal drug offenders released somewhat earlier than
their original sentence were no more likely to recidivate than if they had served their full
sentences. That result suggests that modest reductions in mandatory minimum penalties likely
would not have a significant impact on public safety.
II. The Commission’s Recommendations for Statutory Changes
Based on the Commission’s research and analysis in preparing our 2011 report and in the
years since, we support several statutory changes that will help to reduce disparities, help federal
sentencing work more effectively as intended, and control the expanding federal prison
population and budget.
A. Reduce Mandatory Minimum Penalties for Drug Offenses
In the Mandatory Minimum Report, the Commission recommended that, should Congress
use mandatory minimum penalties, those penalties not be excessively severe. The Commission
focused in detail on the severity and scope of mandatory minimum drug trafficking penalties.
The Commission now recommends that Congress consider reducing the mandatory minimum
penalties governing drug trafficking offenses.
Reducing mandatory minimum penalties would mean fewer instances of the severe
mandatory sentences that led to the disparities in application documented in the Commission’s
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report. It would also reduce the likelihood that low-level drug offenders would be convicted of
offenses with severe mandatory sentences that were intended for higher-level offenders.
Reducing mandatory minimum penalties for drug trafficking offenses would reduce the
prison population substantially. For example, under one scenario, a reduction in drug trafficking
mandatory minimum penalties from ten and five years to five and two years, respectively, would
lead to savings for those offenders sentenced in the first fiscal year after the change of 45,312
bed years over time.33 That bed savings would translate to very significant cost savings,34 with
corresponding savings over time for each subsequent year of reduced sentences, unless offense
conduct or charging practices change over time.
A reduction in the length of these mandatory minimum penalties would help address
concerns that certain demographic groups have been too greatly affected by mandatory minimum
penalties for drug trafficking. These changes would lead to reduced minimum penalties for all
offenders currently subject to mandatory minimum penalties for drug trafficking. As noted
above, currently available forms of relief from mandatory minimum penalties affected different
demographic groups differently, particularly in the case of Black offenders, who qualify for the
“safety valve” much less frequently than other offenders.
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B. Make the Fair Sentencing Act Statutorily Retroactive
The Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 (FSA),35 in an effort to reduce the disparities in
sentencing between offenses involving crack cocaine and offenses involving powder cocaine,
eliminated the mandatory minimum sentence for simple possession of crack cocaine and
increased the quantities of crack cocaine required to trigger the five- and ten-year mandatory
minimum penalties for trafficking offenses from five to 28 grams and from 50 to 280 grams,
respectively. 36 The law did not make those statutory changes retroactive. The Commission
recommends that Congress make the reductions in mandatory minimum penalties in the FSA
fully retroactive.
In 2011, the Commission amended the sentencing guidelines in accordance with the
statutory changes in the FSA and made these guideline changes retroactive. In making this
decision,37 the Commission considered the underlying purposes behind the statute, including
Congress’s decision to act “consistent with the Commission’s long-held position that the thenexisting statutory penalty structure for crack cocaine ‘significantly undermines the various
congressional objectives set forth in the Sentencing Reform Act and elsewhere’”38 and
Congress’s statement in the text of the FSA that its purpose was to “restore fairness to Federal
cocaine sentencing” and provide “cocaine sentencing disparity reduction.”39 The Commission
also concluded, based on testimony, comment, and the experience of implementing the 2007
crack cocaine guideline amendment retroactively, that although a large number of cases would
be affected, the administrative burden caused by retroactivity would be manageable.40 To date,
11,937 offenders have petitioned for sentence reduction based on retroactive application of
guideline amendment implementing the FSA, and courts have granted relief in 7,317 of those
cases. 41 The average sentence reduction in these cases has been 29 months, which corresponds
to a 19.9 percent decrease from the original sentence.42
The same rationales that prompted the Commission to make the guideline changes
implementing the FSA retroactive justify making the FSA’s statutory changes retroactive. Just
as restoring fairness and reducing disparities are principles that govern our consideration of
sentencing policy going forward, they should also govern our evaluation of sentencing decisions
35
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already made. A large number of those currently incarcerated would be affected, and recent
experiences with several sets of retroactive sentencing changes in crack cocaine cases
demonstrate that the burden is manageable and that public safety would not be adversely
affected.
The Commission has determined that, should the mandatory minimum penalty provisions
of the FSA be made fully retroactive, 8,829 offenders would likely be eligible for a sentence
reduction, with an average reduction of 53 months per offender. That would result in an
estimated total savings of 37,400 bed years over a period of several years and to significant cost
savings. The Commission estimates that 87.7 percent of the inmates eligible for a sentence
reduction would be Black.
C. Consider Expanding the Statutory Safety Valve
In the Mandatory Minimum Report, the Commission recommended that Congress
consider “expanding the safety valve at 18 U.S.C. § 3553(f) to include certain non-violent
offenders who receive two, or perhaps three, criminal history points under the federal sentencing
guidelines.”43 The “safety valve” statute allows sentences below the mandatory minimum in
drug trafficking cases where specific factors apply, notably that the offense was non-violent and
that the offender has a minimal criminal history. The Commission recommended that Congress
consider allowing offenders with a slightly greater criminal history to qualify.
The Commission found that the broad sweep and severe nature of certain current
mandatory minimum penalties led to results perceived to be overly severe for some offenders
and therefore to widely disparate application in different districts and even within districts.44
The Commission also found that in the drug context, existing mandatory minimum penalties
often applied to lower level offenders than may have been intended. It would be preferable to
allow more cases to be controlled by the sentencing guidelines, which take many more factors
into account, particularly in those drug cases where the existing mandatory minimum penalties
are too severe, too broad, or unevenly applied. Accordingly, Congress should consider allowing
a broader group of offenders who still have a modest criminal history, but who otherwise meet
the statutory criteria, to qualify for the safety valve, enabling them to be sentenced below the
mandatory minimum penalty and in accordance with the sentencing guidelines.
In 2012, 9,445 offenders received relief under the safety valve provision in the sentencing
guidelines. If the safety valve had been expanded to offenders with two criminal history points,
820 additional offenders would have qualified. Had it been expanded to offenders with three
criminal history points, a total of 2,180 additional offenders would have qualified.45 While this
43
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change would start to address some of the disparities and unintended consequences noted above,
it would likely have little effect on the demographic differences observed in the application of
mandatory minimum penalties to drug offenders because the demographic characteristics of the
offenders who would become newly eligible for the safety valve would be similar to those of the
offenders already eligible.46 For reduced sentences to reach a broader demographic population,
Congress would have to reduce the length of mandatory minimum drug penalties.
D. Apply Safety Valve and Other Relief to a Broader Set of Offenses
The Mandatory Minimum Report recommended that a statutory “safety valve”
mechanism similar to the one available for drug offenders could be appropriately tailored for
low-level, non-violent offenders convicted of other offenses carrying mandatory minimum
penalties.47 Such safety valve provisions should be constructed similarly to the existing safety
valve for drug cases with specific factors to ensure consistent application regardless of the
location of the offense, the identity of the offender, or the judge. The Commission stands ready
to work with Congress on safety valve criteria that could apply in a consistent manner. The
Commission has also recommended that Congress consider reducing the length of some
mandatory minimum penalties outside of the drug context.48
The concerns set out above about disparities resulting from severe mandatory minimum
sentences apply in contexts beyond drug offenses, as do the concerns about the effect on the
prison population and costs. While drug offenders make up a significant proportion of those
subject to mandatory minimum penalties, the number of offenders subject to other mandatory
minimum penalties is also substantial. In 2012, 20,037 offenders were convicted of an offense
carrying a mandatory minimum penalty. Of those, 4,460 were convicted of non-drug-related
offenses subject to a mandatory minimum penalty, and 3,691 of these were still subject to that
penalty at the time of sentencing. Statutory provisions allowing for relief when appropriate for
this pool of offenders would address the same concerns the Commission has highlighted.
In the Mandatory Minimum Report, the Commission recommended several other
legislative provisions to address specific problems documented with existing mandatory
minimum penalties, particularly in connection with section 924(c) of title 18 of the United States
Code for the use of a firearm during a crime of violence or drug trafficking felony. The
Commission recommended that Congress consider amending section 924(c) so that enhanced
mandatory minimum penalties for a “second or subsequent” offense apply only to prior
convictions, not for multiple violations charged together. The Commission further
recommended that Congress consider reducing the length of some of the penalties in that
firearms statute and giving courts discretion to impose mandatory sentences concurrently for
multiple violations of section 924(c), following the structure currently in place for aggravated
identity theft offenses, rather than mandating that the sentences be imposed consecutively. 49 The
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Commission also recommended that Congress reassess the scope and severity of the recidivist
provisions for drug offenses in sections 841 and 960 of title 21 of the United States Code, which
can lead to what some perceive as over-counting for criminal history. 50
III. The Role of the Sentencing Commission and the Guidelines
These recommendations, all of which impact statutory mandatory minimum penalties and
require statutory change, can only be effectuated by Congress. However, the Commission is
dedicated to working within its authority and responsibilities to address the issues of
unwarranted sentencing disparities and over-incarceration within the federal criminal justice
system. First, the Commission is committed to working with Congress to implement the
recommendations of the Mandatory Minimum Report. We have identified doing so as the first
item in our list of priorities for the coming year.51 This will entail supporting legislative
initiatives and working with Congress to help members craft and pass appropriate legislative
provisions that are consistent with our recommendations. We are gratified that Senators on and
off this Committee have introduced legislation to reform certain mandatory minimum penalty
provisions, and the Commission strongly supports these efforts to reform this important area of
the law. We have also called on Congress to request prison impact analyses from the
Commission as early as possible when it considers enacting or amending mandatory minimum
penalties. This analysis may be very helpful for congressional consideration particularly at this
time of strained federal resources.52
The Commission is also considering whether changes to the sentencing guidelines are
appropriate to address similar concerns about prison populations and costs, noting an intention
overall to “consider the issue of reducing costs of incarceration and overcapacity of prisons”
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 994(g).53 Specifically, the Commission has listed as its second priority
for the coming year review and possible amendment of guidelines applicable to all drug offenses,
possibly including amendment of the Drug Quantity Table across all drug types. 54 Should the
Commission determine that such action is appropriate, such an amendment would have a
significant impact on federal prison sentences for a large number of offenders, though as was the
case with the Commission’s 2007 crack cocaine amendment, the impact would be limited by
current mandatory minimum penalties.
Finally, and most fundamentally, the Commission believes that a strong and effective
sentencing guidelines system best serves the purposes of the SRA. Should Congress decide to
limit mandatory minimum penalties in some of the ways under discussion today, the sentencing
guidelines will remain an important baseline to ensure sufficient punishment, to protect against
unwarranted disparities, and to encourage fair and appropriate sentencing. The Commission will
continue to work to ensure that the guidelines are amended as necessary to most appropriately
50

See id. at 356.
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effectuate the purposes of the SRA and to ensure that the guidelines can be as effective a tool as
possible to ensure appropriate sentencing going forward.
IV. Conclusion
The Commission is pleased to see the Judiciary Committee and others in Congress
undertaking a serious examination of current mandatory minimum penalties and considering
options to make the federal criminal justice system fairer, more effective, and less costly. The
bipartisan Commission strongly supports legislative provisions currently being considered that
are consistent with the recommendations outlined above and stands ready to work with you and
others in Congress to enact these statutory changes. We will also work closely with you as we
seek to address similar concerns through modifications of the sentencing guidelines. The
Commission thanks you for holding this very important hearing and looks forward working with
you in the months ahead.
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